
IELTS Cambridge 10 (Test 4)

Many museums charge for admission while others are free. Do you think the advantages 
of charging people for admission to museums outweigh the disadvantages? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience.

It is prevalent that people have to pay entrance fee for many museums around the world, 
but I personally believe that by making the museums free of charge, not only would a 
greater number amount of people be interested in visiting museums, but also we can 
achieve the goal of making a huge portion of the population familiar with their history and 
culture.

The first and foremost result of not charging people for museums is being able to attract 
more visitors and even more tourists in many cities. In that circumstance/hence tourists are 
not paying for museums but they have to spendt money for the other facilities and tourist 
attractions which could generate income/revenue make profit for governments. For 
instance, I traveled to London last year and due to seeing myself with facing a lot of free 
museums, I spent most of my time visiting them and it was the a great opportunity for me 
to being be familiar with English people’s past era believes beliefs and civilization.

In contrast, some people believe that museums and galleries costs a lot for maintenance 
and it they cannot survive just by donations and without sailing selling tickets. From those 
persons’their point of view museums are the best sources of information for educational 
purposes and people should spend money for their personal improvement in many aspects 
of science.

In conclusion, I would argue that by omitting admission to for Museums people from all 
walks of life/all ranges try to spendt some of their free times on those places which would 
help rising raising public awareness about their ancient ancestors’ lifestyle and even their 
traditional costumescustoms.


